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Wednesday, March 23, 2011

#6: The Adam Carolla Show (February 2006)

In 2005 Adam Carolla left his storied position at Loveline, a late-night teen
relationship advice show, to take up an offer to do morning radio. The fruit
subsequently borne was The Adam Carolla Show, a four-hour drive time talk show
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that was always funny and always entertaining and always informative. Built up by
comedic mastermind Carolla, none of the messages and comedy imparted here
are anything less than timeless. 

The following podcast covers the month of February 2006, and has been split into
four parts, with each part representing a successive week. Please download all four
parts to have the best listening experience. 

Week 1 
The social experiment involving a wallet, $100, and random passersby continues
over from January. Meanwhile, Big Tad struggles to lose weight. A caller reminds
Adam about ‘hobo power’, Adam’s made up unit of measurement for stink, and
Adam resurrects the system with listener input. Dave worries that TiVo might have
an agenda, and Rachel doesn’t know who Joe Montana is. Guests include John
Madden, President Bush, Susie Essman, Busy Philipps, and Gary Busey, if he
manages to make it into the studio. 

Week 2 
Dave has ascended to Cloud Nine – nay, Cloud Ten – as his Pittsburgh Steelers took
the Super Bowl away from Seattle. Deaf Frat Guy is in studio, and the social
experiment continues. Adam starts his new crusade: to get a classical music station
running on airplanes, and makes some headway with a manager of a major airline.
Then, the crew rail against horrible music, including ranchero, reggae, The Guess
Who, Hall and Oates, Lenny Kravitz, The Eagles, and Prince. 

Week 3 
How much longer can Adam put up with passion fruit iced tea? Ozzie, Deaf Frat
Guy, and republican Representative Richard Martin are in studio, each with their
own extreme bents. It’s Valentine’s Day, and Adam shares his heartbreak story,
involving finding a used prophylactic device in his then-girlfriend’s apartment.
Then, David Alan Grier is in studio with Lisa Loeb. Also: Dave is getting married. 

Week 4 
We find out how Dave’s wedding went, and how the manager of the venue tried to
pull a fast one on him at the last minute. Then, Adam debuts a new game: What
Can’t Adam Complain About? Ted Nugent enters the studio and Ozzie unleashes his
cover of Wango Tango on the world. Jeff Conaway also shows up, Deaf Frat Guy
continues his hilarious showings, and Dave’s angry because everybody thinks
Adam is better looking than him. Adam gives perhaps the best analysis of the
psychology of religion ever said on radio. 

Adam Carolla 
Adam Carolla got his break after an accomplished but low paying career as a
carpenter. Days prior to his thirtieth birthday he met Jimmy Kimmel, and in 1995
he was hired to co-host medical and relationship advice show Loveline with Drew
Pinsky. There he developed his public image: a witty, intelligent, thoughtful, quick
comedian that was always right and was always baffled by idiocy of those around
him. In late 2005 he left the KROQ studios to found his morning radio show at
KLSX. 

Dave Dameshek 
Hailing from Pittsburgh, PA, in 1999 Dave Dameshek arrived in Los Angeles with
the hope of putting his strong writing ability to use in Hollywood. After picking up
jobs at Battlebots and I'm With Busey, Dameshek met Jimmy Kimmel and was
drafted to write for Jimmy Kimmel Live! He also wrote for The Man Show, where he
met Carolla. His love of sports and the Pittsburgh Steelers, as well as a keen sense
of humor and unbeatable charm, made him a natural choice for sports-guy on the
radio show. 

Rachel Perry 
Canadian Rachel Perry started in the entertainment business, working for VH1, and
appearing on the likes of Strip Search, VH1's Top 20 Countdown, and
Entertainment Tonight. Her tenure as newsgirl on The Adam Carolla show lasted
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three months, until March 2006, when she was cut loose due to incompatibility
with her co-hosts. Adam Carolla later termed her "a guest who wouldn't leave." 

Row A (left to right): Producer Angie Fitzsimmons, engineer Bill the Board-Op,
Britney the sales girl 
Row B: Phone screener Brian Bishop, Deaf Frat Guy, intern Jaron 
Row C: Producer Jimmy Brusca, booker Mike August, writer/sound effects guy Mike
Lynch, Oswaldo Castillo 
Row D: Representative Richard Martin (R-OH), "Big" Tad Newcomb, Taryn the sales
girl
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4 comments:

Richard Harrow July 6, 2011 at 1:00 PM

Loving this...More aceman please, from whenever. And more Deaf Frat
Guy!

Reply

Anonymous March 14, 2013 at 3:31 PM

Love this, but part 1 is down or a bad link. Any chance of a re-up? Thanks

Reply

This Year March 15, 2013 at 12:18 AM

Thanks for the heads up. We'll get something sorted out as soon
as possible.
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John September 29, 2013 at 5:41 AM

These podcasts are truly The Best Around. I was a live listener during my
commute in 06 but I I missed so much good stuff having to go get out of
the car to go into my stupid job. It's nearly all great but I was compelled to
comment after listening to the Jeff Conway interview. I had seen his
craziness on Celebrity Rehab but I was pleasantly surprised to hear how
wonderful a guy he was when he wasn't high out of his mind or going
through multiple drug withdrawal. It's too bad Dr. Drew killed him
(obviously joking). Rest in Peace Jeff.
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